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Give and Take
Mukesh Chopra


b. Shahrukh Khan: Considers every possibility and
works for it.

Abstract— This research paper is an extension of the
research paper ‘Goddess Life’ and it reveals about the
superior most Goddess Vaishno Devi through a deeper
research into her life. It covers topics such as Koka and
Vikoka, current Kings and Queens, Mahabharata
Characters – where are they now, God’s rules and
people’s reactions.

c. Salman Khan: Knows the mistakes of inferiors and
can pinpoint it. So he never makes the same
mistakes.
d. Kapil Sharma: Creates situation in head and studies
them through role plays. This way he can create
punches on the spot.

Index Terms— Kings, Queens, Vaishno Devi, Maa.

e. Aishwarya Rai Bachchan: Fits well in any circle of
friends. Forms many friends and speaks accordingly
and behaves relative to it. That’s why she is always
proper and politically correct. Enjoys spiritual
success because she is deeply religious.

I. INTRODUCTION
This research paper is based on the rule of karma. All the
activities we do have a consequence. If we do good work, we
are rewarded accordingly. And we are punished by our sins.
We will see further how Koka and Vikoka will pay for their
bad deeds, investment of current Kings and Queens and their
reward, God’s rules of give and take & the action of Vaishno
Devi and the reaction from people.

f. Sushmita Sen: Is introverted. Conveys feelings
through writing poetry. Her passion of poetry made
her give impressive answers at the Miss Universe
1994.
g. Lara Dutta: Won debate competition in school that
gave her command over English language. That’s
how she scored the perfect 9.99 score at Miss
Universe pageant.

II. KOKA AND VIKOKA
Twin evil generals of Kali as they are known are expert in
their fields. They both have similar success and people in
family, hence they are confused as twins. They both share a
boy each with Mata Vaishno Devi. The reason why they both
have a child with Maa is because God doesn’t want people to
celebrate the deaths of the two evil kings like was the case in
Ramayana where people celebrate Dussehra each year since
ancient times. Since God is great and kind even to those who
evil, he wants to add goodwill of the Goddess to their names
so people may not think of them as entirely bad. The sins that
they did include torture of the Goddess by Koka and
exploitation by Vikoka. They both have their own reasons for
falling in love with her thanks to their past bad experiences.
Since they are evil, Vaishnavi leaves both of them one by one.
They are kings because they are not completely bad. They
have a good side which adds to their good karma which
explains why they are made kings. But their bad side is
equally prominent which is why Lord Kalki kills them for
good. This is by evolution of people that they became kings
like never before.

III. CURRENT KINGS AND QUEENS
Here is a list of current Kings and Queens with their secret to
success and working styles:
a. Amitabh Bachchan: Writes everything down to
rationalize and study every incident.

IV. MAHABHARRATA CHARACTERS – WHERE ARE
THEY NOW
The Lions of Sabi Sand: Brothers in Blood tells the incredible
journey of Africa’s most notorious pride - a deadly group of
six male lions.
Over the past 16 years, the lions have been filmed by
professionals and amateurs who have witnessed the five
brothers and one half-brother stand together in the brutal
wilds of South Africa.
Rangers and biologists were astounded by the pride’s
relentless hunger for domination, as they showed no fear in
massacring other lions - and their cubs - in order to expand
their territory. Over just one year, the six lions killed over a
hundred lions, and conquered an incredible amount of land.
Their story is one of shocking violence, deception, and thirst
for power - and reveals a surprisingly sophisticated side to the
politics of lion behavior.

V. SUPERIOR MOST GODDESS
a. There are footprints in Maa Vaishno Devi temple and
it is believed that they came from 33 crore Gods and
Goddesses who once worshipped Vaishnavi.
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b. More than 50 Punjabi Songs have been made inspired
from her.
VII. PEOPLE’S REACTIONS
c. Around 15 Hindi films have been made with her as an
inspiration.

There are 1000s of reactions but the reactions that are heart
–felt are written below. These reactions are overwhelming
and can’t be described in words:
a. Classmate: Meri maut te rab ne mere toh meri ichcha
mangi, main tainu hi mangeya. Agle janam vich vi
tu hi! (Upon my death, God asked me for my wish. I
asked for you in next birth also)

d. 40 Christians write on twitter tweets on her life every
hour with lakhs of followers.
e. She is worshipped not only in India but abroad also
unlike other Hindu Goddesses who are worshipped
only in south Asia.

b. Koka: Zindagi mein toh har koi pyaar kiya karta hai,
par mein toh meri jaan tumhe marker bhi chahunga!
(Everyone loves in life. But I will love you even
after death.)

f. She possesses the energies of 3 Goddesses.
g. 8 Kings and Queens formed a relationship with her
either one sided or mutual.

c. Amitabh Bachchan: I love you with everything I am!
d. Kali: You are the best thing that ever happened to me!
VI. GOD’S RULES

e. Punjabi Singer: Mundeya vich tera charcha ho aam
gaya! (It has become common that boys discuss
about you)

Some of the God’s rules that define the law of karma in terms
of give and take are listed below. If one fakes the good
emotions mentioned below, he will not be accordingly
blessed as God sees all.
a. Those who seek beauty in ugly are truly beautiful

f. Badshah: Rab ne husana di rakhi koi thod nahi, saun
lagi mummy di mainu tera koi tod nai! (God has
made no shortage of beauty. I swear on my mother
that you don’t have a loop hole.)

b. Those who have the most beautiful soul have the most
beautiful face

g. Priyanka Chopra: Her beauty is a myth!

c. Those who sympathize with poor are rich

h. Maths teacher in secondary school: We are sisters for
life!

d. Those who love nature live a smooth and beautiful
life

i. Physics Practical teacher in high school made rounds
in her area thrice!

e. Those who are happy with deformed spouses get
lucky in next life with choosing their partners

h. Those who see images of family members in others
gets a respectable family

j. Physics teacher in college: The most beautiful people
we have known are those who have known defeat,
known suffering, known struggle, known loss, and
have found their way out of the depths. These
persons have an appreciation, sensitivity, and an
understanding of life that fills them with
compassion, gentleness, and a deep loving concern.
Beautiful people do not just happen!

i. Those who steal are born poor usually as laborers and
servants.

k. Koka: Rab ne mujhe kaha, tu upar aa main tumhe
yahan ki apsara dikhata hoon.

j. Those who flirt with everyone and see them as objects
have a broken heart

Maine rab se kaha tu neeche aa main tumhe uski
surat dikhata hoon!
(God asked me to come up and see the apsaras, I
asked God to come down and see her face)
l. A classmate came all the way from Delhi just to have
a look at her!

f. Those who are happy with other people’s success are
themselves successful
g. Those who call others names are themselves
criticized

k. Those who torture others face tragedy in life.
l. Those who deliberately become a recluse for
whatever reason will not fit in society in next birth

m. A classmate from secondary school escorted her to
her class in high school to show her support out of
sympathy because she faced deadly criticism!

m. Those who truly love God will never have any bad
incident in life.

n. Primary school teacher: Apki class mein itna achcha
bachcha hai ki main apko bata nahi sakti. (I can’t
explain how good the student is from your class.)

n. Those who worship God will have a respectable place
in His abode.
o. Those who have the perfect soul have the perfect life.
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o. Classmate: When I look at your smile, I find a purpose
of living.
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